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1. STATEMENT OF THE SEM AND EEM 
1.0. 
SEM and EEM were widely used by physicists and electrical engineers 
during the last decade (3, 10, 30, 34, 351. Their mathematical analysis was 
started in [ 25. 261 (see also [ 28, 3 1 1). 
1.1. 
Let us formulate the EEM. Consider the problem 
(VZ +k’)u=O in R, 
u Ir=.L 
r(&4/&--iku)+O as r+ 00, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
where k > 0, r = 1x1, Q is an exterior domain with a smooth boundary I-. Let 
us look for a solution of (1.1 t( 1.3) of the form 
u = j_ G,(x, s, k) g(s) ds, 
-r 
(1.4) 
where 
(1.5) 
and g(s) is an unknown function. Function (1.4) satisfies ( 1.1) and ( 1.3). 
Substituting (1.4) into (1.2) we get the following equation for g: 
Ag =f. Ag = 1. G,(s, s’. k) g(s’) ds’, s E l-. (1.6) 
-r 
Equation (1.6) is an integral equation of the first kind. In Section 3 we will 
study this equation. At this moment we restrict ourselves by describing the 
EEM. Suppose that the operator A in (1.6) has eigenvectors 
Afj= Ajfjl I~,IZIfM2~~~ (1.7) 
and the set {fj) forms a basis of H=,!,‘(T). This means that any element 
f E H can be uniquely represented by a convergent in H series 
'X 
f= y cjJ;. 
j=l 
409 W.‘?- I? 
(1.8) 
If this assumption is true, then one can look for a solution of (1.6) of the 
form 
g= Y7 &T$. 
,T, 
(1.9) 
substitute (1.9) and (1.8) into (1.6), and find the unknown coefficients 
gj : gj = 1,: ‘cj. Thus 
g= F l;‘c,& 
,:r 
(1.10) 
is the solution of (1.6). This was the argument used in 13, 10, 351. The above 
method for solving Eq. (1.6) was called EEM. It was pointed out in 125 \ 
that the operator A in (1.6) is nonselfadjoint and therefore it is not obvious 
that A has eigenvalues. It is even less clear that the eigenvectors of A form a 
basis of H. Indeed, even in a finite-dimensional space a linear operator (a 
matrix) can have a set of eigenvectors which does not form a basis. For 
example, if A = (A t) is a matrix of an operator on IF?’ (two-dimensional 
Euclidean space), then A has only one eigenvector and this vector certainly 
does not form a basis of IF?‘. Nevertheless, it is known that a root system of 
a linear operator on R” forms a basis of IF?“. By a root system of a linear 
operator A we mean the union of the root vector of A. To construct the root 
vectors of A we take an eigenvalue ,Ij and a corresponding eigenvectoryj and 
consider the equations 
,fi(l’ - ljJ”’ =A,..., Aj’;” - Jj&lr’ =&“- “. (1.11) 
If these equations are solvable but the equation A&J’+” - JiJ;(rc” =h’r’ is 
not solvable, then the set (J;,fi(“...,,SJCr’) is called the Jordan chain 
associated with the pair (lj,h), r + 1 is the length of this chain. and 
s /I’,..., .jy’ are called the root vectors of A. If A is the compact operator on a 
Hilbert space, the definition is the same. It is known 171 that a compact 
linear operator on a Hilbert space has a discrete spectrum with the only limit 
point L = 0 and the length of any Jordan chain associated with a pair (nj, f;.). 
,Ij# 0 is finite. In a finite-dimensional space R” the root system of every 
linear operator forms a basis of P”. Unfortunatly this is not true in the 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. For example the Volterra operator 
Vf= .r’i f dt on H = L ‘[O, 11 has no eigenvalues. Thus, we face the following 
basic problems: 
(1) When does a nonselfadjoint operator A on H haoe a root system 
which jbrms a basis of H? 
(2) When does the set qf eigenvectors of A form a basis of H? 
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It is clear that the EEM as described by formula (1.10) is not valid generally 
speaking because one should take into account the root vectors when writing 
the series for g andf. This will not make the calculation much more difficult, 
as we will show in Section 3. Therefore from now on we will mean by EEM 
the solution of (1.6) by means of expansion in series in root vectors of A. 
Both questions (1) and (2) will be discussed in Section 3. It should be 
mentioned that the specific form of the boundary value problem (1. l)-( 1.3) 
does not play any significant role. We can treat by the same methods the 
Neumann or the third boundary value problems. What is essential is that the 
problem in the 3-dimensional unbounded domain Q is reduced to an 
equation on 2-dimensional compact manifold (surface f). 
1.2. 
We now pass over to the SEM. Let us consider the problem 
u,, = VG, t > 0, x E Q, (1.12) 
uI,=O, (1.13) 
u If=0 = 0, u, I,=0 =fW (1.14) 
If we define 
u(x, k) = (_u1 exp(ikt) U(X, t) dt, 
-0 
(1.15) 
then 
(V2 + k’) u = --A (1.16) 
1’ Ir = 0, (1.17) 
r(&/& - iku) + 0, r-+m. (1.18) 
Thus 
u(x. k) = 1. G(x, y, k)f(y) &, (1.19) 
-0 
where G is the Green’s function for problem (1.16~( 1.18). We have 
G = Go - I’ G,(x, s, k) ““$“” k, ds, 
-r s 
(1.20) 
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and for ,U = %G(s.>: k)/Pn, it is easy to get the equation 
(1.21) 
From (1.21) it follows that ,U is a meromorphic function of k on the whole 
complex plane k and from this and (1.20) we conclude that G(x. J’. k) can be 
analyticaily continued as a meromorphic function of k on the whole complex 
plane k. Moreover the residues of G(x. ~1. k) (and ,B(s,J’. k)) are kernels of 
operators of finite rank (degenerate kernels). This conclusion is an immediate 
corollary to the following: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let T(k) be an analytic compact operator function 
on H for k E A, where A is a connected open set in the comp1e.u plane. If 
I + T(k) is inoertible at some poirlt k, EA. then (I + T(k))-’ is Jnite- 
meromorphic in A. 
Remark. Finite-meromorphic means that the Laurent coefficients are 
operators of finite rank. Though the proposition is well known we will give a 
short proof in Section 3 for the sake of completeness. 
From (1.15) it follows that 
up, t) = (27T-’ l’i exp(-ikt) P(X. k) dk. (1.22) 
I ,% 
The function ZJ(.Y, k) is analytic in the half plane Im k > 0 and meromorphic 
in Im k < 0. 
Let us introduce the following three conditions: 
I’ is meromorphic (and ana!lvtic in Im k > 0), (1.23) 
I~!)<c(b)(l +jkl)-“, a>!. IRekl-co, Imk=b, (1.24) 
where b is an arbitrary constant, 
/Imkjl+oo as j-+ 00, (1.25) 
where { kj} are the poles of L’ ordered so that 1 Im k, 1 Q 1 Im k, 1 < ... 
In (1.23) we can assume that ~1 has a finite number of poles in Im k > 0. 
Also assumption (1.24) can be relaxed: we can assume that a is an arbitrary 
fixed number. We will not, however, discuss these possibilities here. The 
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assumption a > 4 guarantees that the integral in (1.22) converges in I.‘. 
(1.24) =j (1.25). 
Using (1.23t( 1.25) and moving the contour of integration in (1.22) down. 
we get 
u(x, t) = \‘ c,~(x, t) emikji’ + o(e-“mk\“), t++El. 
IT, 
(1.26) 
Here 
cj(x, f) eCikjr = py c(x, k) eeikr, Cj(X, t) = O(P-‘) (1.27) 
and mj is the order of the pole k,j. If and only if all the poles are simple. then 
cj(?c, I) = ci(s). We have proved 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Conditions (1.23)-( 1.25) are sufficient for the 
“asymptotic” SEM. 
By asymptotic SEM we mean formula (1.26). By SEM we mean the 
formula 
u(x, t) = ?’ cj(x. t) exp(-ik,t), 
j=I 
(1.28) 
where series (1.28) converges uniformly in x and t running through bounded 
domains. In Section 3 we will show that conditions (1.23)-( 1.25) can be 
verified under relatively general assumptions about the scatterer. Therefore 
the asymptotic SEM in the form (1.26) can be established. But SEM in the 
form (1.28) does not seem to be established, even under very restrictive 
assumptions about the scatterer. It is an open question: 
(3) When does (1.28) hold? 
2. DISCUSSION OF THE RELATED QUESTIONS 
2.1. Interpretation of the EEM as an Eigenoscillation Method with Spectral 
Parameter in Boundary Conditions 
As we pointed out in Section 1 the mathematical idea behind the EEM 
can be formulated as follows: We substitute the boundary value problem in 
the exterior 3-dimensional domain by an integral equation over 2- 
dimensional compact manifold. In Section 3 we will show that this integral 
equation is a pseudo-differential equation with an elliptic pseudo-differential 
operator. These terms will be explained in Section 3. Here we want to show 
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that there is a possibility of a physical interpretation of the EEM. Indeed. let 
function (1.4) satisfy the equations 
(v’+k*)u=O in Ir;‘\l-, (2.1) 
u+ = u-, u = q(au/&) + - (ru/an) 1 and (1.3). (2.2) 
where n is the outer unit normal to r and + (-) denote the limit value on f 
from inside (outside) of r. Since u Ir = Ag. where A is defined in (1.6). and 
(au/&)+ - (&/an)- = g, the second equality in (2.2) is equivalent to 
equation Ag = g. Thus expansion (1.9) is the expansion in eigenfunction of 
problem (2.1t(2.2), where the spectral parameter J. is in boundary 
condition. This parameter differs from the usual frequency parameter in the 
classical approach. 
2.2. Complex Poles of Green’s Function (Resonances), Existence, Multi- 
plicitv, Calculation, Stability, and Asymptotic Formulas. 
In Section 1 we saw that the complex poles kj of the Green’s function 
G(x, J, k) are important in SEM (see (1.26)). It seems to be an open question 
whether the simplicity of the complex poles of G is equivalent to the absence 
of the root vectors of the operator T(k) defined in (1.21). In 114) it was 
proved that there are infinitely many purely imaginary poles ir,,, r,, --t -a~. 
but it is still an open question whether there are infinitely many complex 
poles of G off the imaginary axis. For one-dimensional potential scattering 
(the Schrodinger equation on the semiaxis) it was proved that the Green’s 
function has infinitely many complex poles (see [ 171). This proof cannot be 
carried out for three-dimensional potential scattering, because it uses essen- 
tially the expression of the Green’s function in terms of two linearly 
independent solutions of the Schrodinger equation. It would be interesting to 
work out a new proof which covers the three-dimensional case. It was proved 
in [ 19-21. 231 that the Green’s function of the Laplace operator of exterior 
boundary value problems can be analytically continued on the whole 
complex plane of k as a meromorphic function. In [22 ] it was proved that 
(1.25) holds for the Schrodinger operators with compactly supported 
potentials. In [ 151 it was proved for the Laplace operator in the exterior 
domain and in [24] for the Schrodinger operator in the exterior domain. In 
[24], estimate (1.24) was introduced and established. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The asymptotic SEM in the form (1.26) holds for 
smooth star-like scatterers. ’ 
A body D is called star-like if there exists a point X, inside D such that 
every point on the boundary f of D can be seen from x0 (star-like = star- 
shaped). 
I More generally, for nontrapping scatterers [ 16 I. 
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It is an open question whether the complex poles kj are simple. Engineers 
and physicists conjectured that this is the case, but no conclusive arguments 
were given. For the spherical and linear obstacles the poles are simple, but 
this is due to the fact that the operator A in (1.6) is normal (i.e., 
A *A = AA *) if r is a sphere or a line [ 25, 3 11. To show that there can be 
multiple poles of the Green’s function of the third boundary value problem. 
consider the following. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
(V2 + k’) u = 0 in R=(?c:I.ul=r>l}. XVII?‘. k>O, (2.3) 
(au/&--2u)],,,=cosB and ( 1.3) holds. (2.4) 
It is easy to find the solution to this problem: 
l.l= 
-ik . const r-“‘H,,,(kr) cos 6’ 
eik(k2 t 4ki - 4) (2.5) 
Thus, k = -2i is a pole of order 2. Note that for k > 0 problem (2.3~(2.4) 
has a unique solution so that the existence of the multiple pole cannot be 
explained by the presence of active impedance sheet on P the boundary 
condition (2.4) is passive in the sense that for k > 0 the homogeneous 
problem (2.3~(2.4) has only the trivial solution u = 0. 
How does one calculate the complex poles? Are they stable under small 
perturbations of I? These questions were answered in [25, 28, 311. We 
describe three dtfirent approaches given in (3 11. The first approach is a 
general projection method. It was introduced for calculation of the poles in 
[25]. The complex poles of G are the points at which the operator I + T(k) 
(see (1.21)) is not invertible (has a nontrivial null space). Let ( hj} be a basis 
of H=L’(I-), F,=CJ= , cjhj. We substitute the equation [I + T(k)] F = 0 
by the equation P,[Z + T(k)] P,F = 0, where P, is the projection on the 
linear span of {h, ,..., h,}. This leads to the linear system 
2 b,(k) cj = 0. l<i<n, bij = ([I + T(k) ] hi, hi). P-6) 
j=l 
where (., a) denotes the inner product in H = L*(T). System (2.6) has a 
nontrivial solution iff 
det b,(k) = 0. (2.7) 
In the left-hand side of (2.7) we have an entire function of k. Let k’,’ be its 
zeros. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The set of k, = lim,,, ~ k):,” coincides with the set q/’ 
the points at which I + T(k) is not inrertible, that is n?th the uniort qf‘the set 
of the complex poles of the Green’s furlction G defined in ( 1.20) arzd the 
spectrum of the interior Neumann problem. 
This proposition justifies the current numerical method widely used b) 
engineers for calculation of the complex poles. Its proof is given in [ 25 ] and 
has an interesting by-product: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The comples poles depend continuousijq OH the 
scatterer. 
This can be formulated in more detail as follows. Let 
.K,i = Xj(S, . s: ), I<j<3. O<s,, s?< 1. 
xi E c2. s = (s, 3 s:) 
be a parametric equation of the surface r, and A-~(E) = .yj(s) + &J-~(S), jsi E CL. 
where E > 0 is a small parameter, be a parametric equation of the perturbed 
surface r,. Let kj(kj(&)) be the complex poles of the Green’s function G(G,). 
Then kj(&) -+ kj as E + 0 uniformly for 1 kjl < R, where R > 0 is an arbitrarily 
large fixed number. For a detailed proof see [3 11. 
The second approach to the calculation oj the poles is based on variational 
principle. Let us consider the set of functions which have the representation 
u(x, k) = r ’ exp(ikr) c’ fj(n, k) r-j. 
,T6 
H=II.Y/-‘, r=IsI, (2.8) 
f, f 0. The solutions to the Helmholtz equation in an exterior domain 
satisfying the radiation condition for k > 0 satisfy (2.8). It can be proved 
1301 that if u(x, k,) and v(x. k,) belong to the above set, Re(k, + k,) # 0, 
7c < arg k,,, < 2rc. m = 1, 2. then the following limit exists. 
(u, c> = ,l$~~ _) exp( --Er In r) UP d.u. (2.9) 
and the complex poles of G (defined in 1.19) are the stationary values of the 
functional 
k2 = St (“’ “) 
(4 u> . (2.10) 
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The admissible functions in (2.10) should satisfy (2.8) and vanish on r. 
Some choice of the basis functions for principle (2.10) is suggested in 1301. 
The third approach to the calculation of the complex poles is based on the 
following statement which was proved in [25 ] (see also 1281). 
PROPOSITION 2.3’. The set of the complex poles of G coincide with the 
set of the complex zeros of the functions A,,(k), where l,,(k) are the eigen- 
values of the operator A(k) defined in (1.6). The set of all zeros of the 
functions I,(k), n = 1, 2 . . . . . is the union of the set of complex poles of G and 
the set of eigenvalues of the Dirichlel Laplacian in the interior domain D 
with bounday r. 
For a proof see 1311. 
Remark [ 3 I]. The set of complex poles of G can be also found as the 
set of the complex roots of the equations ,u,(k) = -1, n = I, 2..... where ,u,,(k) 
are he eigenvalues of the operator T(k) defined in (1.21). 
According to Proposition 2.3’ we can calculate the complex poles by 
calculating the functions l,(k) and finding their complex zeros. The eigen- 
values I,(k) can be found by means of the projection method. In Section 3 
we gitle a new variational principle for the spectrum of a compact nonselfad- 
joint linear operator on a Hilbert space. 
2.3. Mittag-Leffler Representation 
From (1.20) and (1.2 1) it follows that the poles of G coincide with the 
poles of the operator (I + T(k))-‘. This operator is a meromorphic function. 
One can apply the Mittag-LeMer representation to this function. Since in the 
engineering literature [35] the Mittag-Leffler theorem was used not quite 
accurately, we give the statement of the theorem here and discuss the 
difficulties of its application to our problem (representation of (I + T(k)) -’ ). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f(k) be a meromorphic function on the whole 
complex plane k and 1 f (k)l < c /k IP, k E C,, where C’, is a proper system of 
contours and p > 0 is an integer. Let us assume (without loss of generality) 
that k = 0 is not a pole ofj Then 
f(k) = h(k) + 5 l g,(k) - h,(k)l, PI=1 
(2.11) 
where 
h(k) = 5 f”‘kj, h,(k) = K CT g!i’(O) kj 
j=O j! ,T-i j! ’ 
(2.12) 
and g,,(k) is the principal part off(k) at the pole k,. 
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Remark. A proper system of contours (C,, \ is a system of closed curves 
such that 
( 1) k = 0 lies inside C’, , 
(2) D,,cD,,+,’ where D, is the domain inside C,,, 
(3) d, = dist(0. C,) --t co as n + 00 and d; ’ 1 C,I I< c. c = const, where 
(C,( is the length of C,. 
A more genera1 statement is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4’. Let f (k) be a meromorphic function. There exists a 
sequeme of integers p, . . . . . p, . . . . such that (2.11) holds with 
(2.13) 
Remark. We do not know how fast the numbers p, in (2.13) grow and 
therefore it seems impossible to use Proposition 2.4’ for numerical 
calculations. The estimate ij(I + T(k))-’ 11 < c ( klp’. k E C,, is not known. so 
that (2.11) is also diflicult to apply. Even in the case when the poles are 
simple (so that g,(k) = c,/(k - k,)) we do not know h,(k) and thereore can 
not use (2.11). In the engineering literature, sometimes the formula 
(“) 
was used. This is not correct because the series C,“=, g, does not converge in 
general. Even if p = 0, formula (2.11) takes the form 
f(k) =f(O) + n$o (-& + 2). 
n n 
(2.14) 
which differs from (*). 
2.4. Perturbation of Complex Poles (Resonances) 
Consider the problem in a general setting. Let T(k) be an analytic 
compact operator function such that I + T(k) is invertible for some k. Then 
(I + T(k)) --I is finite meromorphic (Proposition 1.1). Let z be a pole of 
order m of the function (I + T(k))-‘. Let T(k, E) be a compact operator 
which is analytic on (1 k - z 1 < a, 1~1 < b} and such that T(k, 0) = T(k). We 
want to study the poles of (I + T(k, E))- ’ as functions of E. Our conclusion is 
as follows: Under a perturbation depending analytically on E the multiplicity 
of the pole z cannot increase. It can decrease and the pole Z(E) of 
(I + T(k, E)) -’ can have a branch point E = 0 as a function of E. It can be 
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represented by Puiseux series, i.e., by a series in the powers of cl”‘, where r is 
some integer. A proof is given in Section 3. 
2.5. Asvmpototics of Resonances 
In this section we give some asymptotic formulas for the large complex 
poles nearest to the real axis. Consider the exterior domain R and assume 
that .its boundary r is smooth and convex and its Gaussian curvature is 
strictly positive. In the two-dimensional case the following formula for the 
complex poles of G can be obtained by the method of geometrical optics. 
k q+ 1, (2.15) 
where c = const depends only on the geometry of f, 1 r] is the length of r, 
tp = t, fw(W), 
v(t) = r I’* J-F 
and t, < 0 are the zeros of the Airy function 
cos(ty + ~1’/3) dqr, and p is an integer small in comparison 
with q. 
From (2.15) it follows that 
]Im k,,l = O((Re kpql’!3), q4 1. (2.16) 
This estimate can be verified for a circle by direct calculation of the complex 
poles. 
If the boundary r is not smooth then instead of (2.16) one can get 
I Im k,, I = OfIn I Re k,, I ), q4 1. (2.17) 
Let us explain this by taking a polygon as r. The field diffracted by a wedge 
is proportional to exp(ikr - f ln(kr)). Consider a ray having passed once 
around the polygon. The phase of the field at the point of destination is 
ik ]r] - 4 ln[k”] + terms which do not depend on k. We assume that the 
polygon has n sides. In order that the field amplitude conserves, one requires 
that the quantization condition 
ik I rl - (n/2) In k = 27cqi, (2.18) 
be satisfied, where q is an integer. For q 4 1, one gets 
2zq in ln(2nq) 
kq=:Ir(- 2lrl ’ 
4% 1. (2.19) 
Formula (2.17) follows from (2.19). For the exterior 3-dimensional domain 
with a smooth convex boundary with positive Gaussian curvature a similar 
result to (2.15) can be obtained. An additional difficulty in the 3-dimensional 
problem consists in finding a closed elliptic geodesic .Y on r. Let s be the 
length along Y’, L’ be the coordinate measured along the geodesic orthogonal 
to Y. K(s) be the Gaussian curvature at the points on 2. and T = 1 J’ 1 be 
the length of Y. Consider the equation 
d’v/ds’ t K(s) c = 0. K(s + T) = K(s). --oo<s<oo. t*:) 
The geodesic Y is called elliptic if Eq. (*) is stable in the sense of Liapunov. 
Formulas of this section can be found in [ 11 I. In ( 1. 2, 18. 33 1 some 
asymptotic formulas for the Green’s function as k + +co, Im k = 0 are given. 
but they seem to be of no use in calculating the complex poles. The reason is 
that the formulas give an expression for the Green’s function in terms of 
exponential functions (geometrical optics) and this expression has no poles. 
2.6. Nonsmooth Boundaries 
If we want to apply Proposition 1.1 to the problem with a nonsmooth 
boundary f (for example, surface with conical points or edges) we face the 
following difficulty: the operator T(k) defined in (1.2 1) is not compact if r is 
not smooth. Potential theory for domains with nonsmooth boundaries was 
studied in (41. In this section we will show how to handle the above 
difficulty. To this end let us first define an essential norm of a linear operator 
T: 1 Tj,,, = infQEK I/ T - Q/I. where K is the set of compact operators. Assume 
that 1 T(,,, < 1. Consider the equation (I + T) g =f in a Hilbert space. By 
our assumption we can write T = S + Q, where Q is compact and 11 S/I < 1. 
Therefore our equation is equivalent to the equation (I + Q,) g =f,. 
Q,=(r+s)~‘Q.f,=(Its)-‘f. where Q, is compact and (I+S))’ is a 
bijection of H because I/ S/I < 1 (bijection is a continuous map onto H which 
has continuous inverse). Therefore, the equation (I + T)g =J‘ with a 
noncompact operator T with / TI,,, < I is equivalent to the equation with 
compact operator. This argument shows that the following generalization of 
Proposition 1.1 holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If T(k) can be represented in the form 
T(k) = T + Q(k), where Q(k) is anafytic and compact, / Tl,,, < 1 and 
I + T(k) is intlertible at some point. then (I + T(k)) - ’ is finite-meromorphic. 
In order to apply this proposition, we use the result from 141 which says 
that I T(O)I,,, < 1 if the surface r is piecewise smooth, has no cusps and its 
irregular points are conical or the edge of the wedge. (In fact, in [4] much 
more general results are given, but they are of no interest to us at this 
moment. When the surface has cusps we are in trouble, otherwise the theory 
given in Section 1 holds.) We can write T(k) = T(0) + T(k) - T(0). If 
Q(k) = T(k) - T(O), then Q(k) is analytic and compact and we can use 
Proposition 2.5. This argument shows that the meromorphic nature of the 
Green’s function holds also in case of nonsmooth boundaries without cusps. 
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2.1. Asytnptotics of Resonant States. Their Orthogonalitj 
Let a - ib, b > 0, be a complex pole of G. A resonant state is a solution to 
the problem 
(V’+k’)u=O inQ,k=a-ib, b>O; uI,.=O, (2.20) 
satisfying (2.8). 
Remark. The radiation condition cannot be used for the statement of the 
problem of finding the resonant tate and the corresponding complex poles of 
the Geen’s function. Indeed, the problem (V’ + k’) u = 0 in Ip3, where u 
satisfies (1.3), has a nontrivial solution for any k with Im k < 0. For 
example, if f is a smooth compactly supported function then 
u = exp(ik J,y -yI) 
,-y --)‘( 
is such a solution because the second integal is O(exp(- 1 Im kl r)) as r + 00 
and does not change the radiation condition (1.3). 
The solution of (2.20) satisfies the estimate u = O(r-’ exp(br)). We want 
to answer the folowing question: What can be said about u if 
u = o(r’ exp(br)) as r -+ co ? The answer is: u E 0 in this case. In order to 
prove this statement for a = 0 consider the function 11 = r exp(-ikr) u, 
k = -ib. By the assumption 1’ = o( 1) as r + co. It is easy to see that 
-L?” -r-* A*P - 2iku’ = 0 for r > R,. (*) 
where A* is the angular part of the Laplacian and R, is the radius of a 
sphere containing r. Multiplying (*) by ~1 in L’(S’), where S’ is the unit 
sphere in R3, integrating in r over (R. co) and taking the real part, we get 
Thus (d/d-) I t’J’ + 26 IL’I* < 0, r > R,. This implies that 1 L’ 1’ = O(exp(-Zbr)). 
I L’ I = O(exp(-br)), and u = 0( l/r). Therefore u can be represented by the 
Green’s formula 
u=J‘ G&is 3 c?,, = exp(-ikr)/(4zr), k = -ib. b > 0. 
-r 
Therefore u = O(exp(-br)), u EL*(O), and -k* is an eigenvalue of the 
Dirichlet Laplacian in a. Since this operator has no eigenvalues we conclude 
that u 3 0. 
If a # 0, then by the assumption,f, = 0 in (2.8). One can verify that from 
Eq. (2.20) it follows that A.+, = [i/2(j+ l)k][S-(j+~)‘-d”]fi.jkO. 
where fj are defined in (2.8). Thus f0 = 0 *J; = 0 - u = 0. We did not use 
the boundary condition in this argument. 
Another proof can be constructed on Theorem 3 from [ 111. Let us answer 
another question: In what sense can the resonant states corresponding to 
different complex poles k, and kz be considered as orthogonal? 
The answer is (u(x, k,), u(x, k,)) = 0, where the form (., .> was defined in 
(2.9). For details see [30] and Section 3. 
Remark. In the EEM method we can use the symmetry property of the 
operator A for finding the coefftcients in expansion (1.8). Indeed, let us 
introduce the form jfg dx = [A g]. It is clear that 
I& sl = IL &I. (2.21) 
If we assume that the eigenvectors 6. of A form a basis of H = L’(T), then 
expansion (1.8) holds and [fi,fmj = 0 if j # m. The last statement follows 
from (2.21): if Afi= Aj&, Af, =A,f,, Jj# A, then (kj-l,,,)[fj,f,] = 
[AA,f,J - [f;., Af,,,] = 0. Thus [fj,f,] = 0. For Lj = 1, = J one can find 
linear combinations of the eigenvectors f, ,..., f, corresponding to 1 which are 
orthogonal with respect to the form [., .I, at least if [&,A] # 0, 1 ,<j < r. 
This can be used for calculation of the coefficients cj in (1.8): c,; = IJf.1. 
3. MATHEMATICAL RESULTS 
3.1. JustiJication of EEM. Basisness. Contlergence of Series in Root Vectors 
We need some definitions. Let (hj} be an orthonormal basis of H, 
m, ( m2 < .‘. be a sequence of integers. mj --, co, and Hj be the linear span 
of the vectors h,,, hmi+, ..., h,,+, ~, . Let ( fj} be a complete minimal system 
in H and Fj be the linear span off,,, ,,..., fm,+,-, A system {fi} is called 
minimal if for any m vector f, does not belong to the linear span of the 
remaining vectors (.h},i,,. 
DEFINITION 1. If a linear bijection B exists such that BHi = Fj, 
j = 1, 2,... then the system { fi} is called a Riesz basis of H with brackets and 
we write {fj} E R,(H). 
Let us recall that B is a bijection if it maps continuously and one-to-one H 
onto H. By basisness we mean the property of a system of vectors to form a 
basis of H. A system {fj} E R,(H) iff there exist CZ > C, > 0 such that for 
any f E H the inequality (the analogue of the Bessel inequality) 
C, 11 f I(’ < CE, llPj f 11’ < Cz 11 f 11’. holds where Pi is the projection onto Fi. 
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We write A E R,(H) (A E R(H)) if the root system of the linear operator A 
on H forms a Riesz basis of H with brackets (a Riesz basis of H). Let L be 
a linear selfadjoint operator on H with discrete spectrum 0 < 1, < AZ < 
A, < a.. < A,+ co as j-+ 00. In this case L -’ is compact. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Q be a (nonselfadjoint) linear operator. 
o(Q) = D(L), 
lj = cjp + 0( jpl) as j-+co, p,c>O, p,<p, (3.1) 
IL-“Ql < cczv a < 1; p(1 -a)> 1. (3.2) 
Then the spectrum o(A) of the operator A = L + Q is discrete, o(A) c 
U,El {n: InMAjl < Slkjl ca}9 where q > 1 is an arbitrary number, and 
A E R,(H). Ifp(1 -a) > 2 and p, <p - 1, then A E R(H). 
A proof of this proposition and some additional information can be found 
in [ 3 11. Let us show how this proposition can be used in order to prove that 
A E R,(H) and T(k) E R,(H), where A(k) and T(k) are defined in (1.6 and 
(1.21). 
We will discuss only A(k) since T(k) can be treated similarly. We have to 
use some results from the theory of pseudo-differential operators. These 
results are given in [32]. Let us denote by Hq the Sobolev spaces WzVq(r). If 
q is a positive integer, Hq consists, roughly speaking, of functions with q 
derivatives square integrable over IY But Hq is defined for any real q. We say 
that ord A = m if A: Hq + Hqem, ord A = order of A. By N(A) we denote the 
null space of A: N(A) = {f: Af = 0). We omit some important details and try 
to explain how to prove that A(k) E R,(H). 
Let A=A,+A,, A,=ReA, A,=iImA. The operator A,(A,) has the 
kernel 
cos(k Ix -471) i sin(k Ix -~1) 
47c Ix -yI 471 Ix - 4’ 1 
for k > 0. 
We assume for simplicity that A ~~’ and Ai ’ exist. This assumption is not 
essential and can be removed at the cost of some additional technical 
arguments. Let A; ’ = L. The operator L is selfadjoint and it can be shown 
that ordL=l, ,lj(L)=cj”2+O(1) as j-+co. We have A-‘=L+Q, 
Q = -(I+ LA,)-’ LA,L. The first factor is a bijection and its order is 0. 
Thus ord Q = 2 ord L + ord A, = 2 + ord A,. But A I has infinitely 
smoothing kernel and therefore ordA, =-co. Thus ord Q = -a~. This 
means that I L-“QI < c, for any a < 1 (we can take a < 0 and ] a( as large as 
we want). From this it follows that conditions (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied 
and A -’ E R,(H). Therefore A E R,(H). This argument can be used for 
complex k also. But in this case the kernels of A, and A, will be different 
and in particular, the kernel of A, will not be infinitely smoothing. It can be 
shown that ord A, = -3 for complex k. 
Now we turn to convergence of the series in root vectors. First we derive 
some formulas for the coefficients of solution to Eq. (1.6). Let 
g=~JY*=I pig, f=,j=l rK Pjf, where Pj is the projection on the root space 
spanned by the root vectors of A corresponding to the pair (Ai.f’“‘), so that 
j-i’O’....,f; Irl’ is the basis of this root space, fi(“” are the root vectors. This root 
space Rj is invariant under the action of A. This means that if fE Rj then 
AfE Rj. Therefore Ag =f can be rewritten as AP, g = P,f: or else 
j = 1, 2,.... 
r=o r=n 
(*I 
In what follows, we omit the index j for some time. By the definition of root 
vectors we have Af ‘r’ - A.r’ =*ffrm I’. r > 1. 1 = 1/. Af (” = ,lf ‘O’. Therefore 
from (*) it follows that 
C!‘J’ 
gj'j' = *. 
(*) _ C;m’ - g;,+ ” 
gj - ~; . m = ri - I,..., 0. (3.3) 
These recurrent formulas are convenient for the calculation of the coef- 
ficients of the expansion of the solution to the equation Ag =fin terms of the 
root vectors of the operator A. The coefficients ci”” corresponding to f are 
taken to be known. We can rewrite (3.3) as 
(3.4) 
In order to investigate the rate of convergence of the series in root vectors, 
let us first consider the series in the eigenvectors of the operator L. We note 
that 
Cl Ilf’llq+ I < IlLf /I4 G C? Ilf /lq+l 5 (““I 
where c, < c2 ; and )I . )I4 is the norm in Hq. Such types of estimates are well 
known in the theory of elliptic operators. If Lf E Hq, then its series in eigen- 
vectors of L converges in Hq. Therefore the series for f converges in Hq+‘. 
This argument holds for the series in root vectors provided that (* *) holds 
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for A. If A -’ exists then ord A = 1, ord A -’ = -1, because 
A=L(I+L-‘Q), A-‘=(I+L-‘Q)-IL-‘. Therefore (**) holds for A. 
We conclude that iffE Hq then its series in the root vectors of A converges 
in Hq. This means that the smoother f is, the better its series in the root 
vectors converges. 
One can estimate the remainder of the series. For example. if 
h = Lf E Ho = L’(r), then xj”=, cj& = ~;?E,v(djfil~j). where Lfj = lifi. 
f= CJ?, cj&, h = xi”=, djfj. Therefore Ixj”=,Vcjfjl < (I/A,,)E,?=.V /djl’)“’ < 
1 hi/A,,. It was proved in [31] that the series in eigenvectors of L and root 
vectors of A are equiconvergent if p( 1 - a) > 2. 
Finally let us note that the root vectors are absent if A is normal; that is, 
AA * = A *A. This condition can be considered as a condition concerning the 
surface Z. It can be writen [ 25 1 as 
sin(k Ix - sI - Is -),I) ds = 0 
Ix-sll-rl 
for all x, y E Z. (3.5) 
-r 
For the cases when Z is a sphere or a line the operator A is normal and the 
EEM method in these cases takes its “engineering” form (without root 
vectors). 
3.2. JustiJication of the Asymptotic SEM 
In Section 1 we gave conditions (1.23)-(1.25) sufficient for the validity of 
the asymptotic SEM defined in (1.26). Condition (1.23) was established in 
Sections 1 and 2 under weak restrictions which cover the practical cases. We 
complete the arguments given in Sections 1 and 2 by proving 
Proposition 1.1. The proof is taken from [23]. 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let f, ,..., f, be a basis of N(Z + T(z)), where z 
is an isolated point where Z + T(z) is not invertible. We will show that z is a 
pole of the operator (I + T(k)) -’ and its Laurent coefficients are finite-rank 
operators. Consider the operator B(k) = Z + T(k) + Cy=,(.,fi) gi, where 
( gj}, 1 <j < n, is a basis of N(Z + T(k)*). Let us show that N(B(z)) = (0). 
Indeed, if B(k)f = 0, then 
Cz + r(z))f = - CT (A&) gj. 
,?I (*I 
Since gj E N(Z + T(k)*) they are orthogonal to Ran(Z + T(z)). (Ran A is the 
range of the operator A.) Therefore from (*) we conclude that (f,fi) = 0. 
(I + T(z))f = 0. Since {&) is a basis of N(Z + T(z)) we get f = 0. Therefore 
B-‘(Z) is invertible and B-‘(k) is invertible if I k - z( < 6, where 6 > 0 is 
some small number. The equation (I + T(k)) h =f is equvalent to B(k)h = 
409’86:? 18 
f+ Cj'= 1 th,fj) Sjq or to the system h=B-‘(li)S+zy , c,B-‘(k)g;. 
cj = (h,jJ. From this it follows that 
c [ 6, - hii( cj = d,(k), 
.,T 
1 Qi<n, 
bij(k) E (B-‘(k) gj, gi) 
(3.7) 
and d,(k) = (B-‘(k)fT gi). The functions b,(k) and d,(k) are analytic in 
1 k - zI < 6. From Kramer’s formulas, it follows that each c,(k) has a pole at 
k = z and from (3.6) we can see that the Laurent coefficients of (I + T(k))-’ 
are finite-rank operators. 
We now turn to conditions (1.24), (1.25). Unfortunately the known proofs 
of these conditions given in the papers cited in Section 2.2 are not easy. 
Therefore we restrict ourselves to a remark concerning condition ( 1.24). 
Suppose that (1.24) holds with some real a (even negative). From the 
Helmholtz equation (1.16) it follows that 
c= f  v2c 
k? k” (“) 
Suppose that f is a smooth function which is zero near r and near infinity. 
Then V’c satisfies (1.16&(1.18) with f substituted by V’J Therefore ‘7’1 
satisfies inequality (1.24). From this and (*) it follows that t‘ satisfies 
inequality (1.24) with a substituted by a + 2. This argument shows that for 
functions f that are smooth and compactly supported in R we can estimate 
(1.24) if we only know that a(x, k) does not grow faster than a polynomial 
as j Re kl < co. Im k = const. The idea of all the known proofs of (1.25) is to 
show that the Green’s function is small if 1 Re kl + co and 1 Im kl < qb(I Re kl ). 
where $(r) > 0 is a nondecreasing function 4(r) --) + co as r -+ co. For the 
three-dimensional potential scattering it was proved in 1221 that 
d(r) = a + b In r, b > 0. For diffraction problems in case of a smooth 
scatterer (Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions) 4(r) - r’ ” as r + co, 
while for a nonsmooth scatterer 4(r) - In r as r-+ co (see (2.16) and (2.17)). 
3.3. A variational Principle for the Spectrum of Compact Nonselfadjoint 
Operators 
Let T be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H with eigenvalues 
Aj, IA,1 >(A,/ > . . . . Let rj=IReA,,j,/ be ordered so that r, >rz> ... and 
tj = ) Im Anor1 be ordered so that t, > t2 > . . . . The indices m(j) and n(j) 
make the ordering. Let Lj be the eigenspace of T corresponding to Aj, and 
ej(Nj) be the eigenspace corresponding to rj(tj) (that is, to A,,,(&,,)). Let 
Lj=x:‘,=, i L,? and fij, fij are defined similarly. The sign $ denotes the 
direct sum. Let II denote the direct complement in H. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. The following formulas hold: 
rj = max r$; 1 Re(Tx,J’)I, 
.‘I E ,bi,j- I 
(X.Y) = 1 
tj = max rt$; 1 Im(Tx, y)l. 
I E c,*- ,
(x.I)=l 
A proof is given in [3 11. It would be interesting to try this variational 
principle numerically. 
3.4. Variational Principle and Perturbation Theory for Resonances 
In this section we prove existence of the limit (2.9) and orthogonality of 
the resonant states corresponding to different k,, k,, Im k, < 0, Im k2 < 0 
with respect to the form (a, a) defined in (2.3). Our argument is close to the 
one in [30]. In order to prove existence of the limit (2.9), it is sufficient to 
prove existence of the limit 
(u, c) = lim 1. u(x) u(x) exp(-er In r) dx, r = 1x1. (3.8) 
l -+O-Ixl>R 
For ]x] > R the functions U, u can be represented by the series (2.8). These 
series converge uniformly in n E S* (S* is the unit sphere in IR3) and 
absolutely. Therefore it is sufficient to prove the existence of the limits 
lim ]m exp(-sr In r) r-j . 
c*+o.R 
exp(br + iar) dr, 
where b = -Im(k, + k,) > 0, a = Re(k, + k,) # 0. j > -2. Suppose that 
a > 0. Let 0 < 0 < n/2, C,v = (z: I z - R 1 = N, 0 < arg(z - R) < ~9), C,v = 
(z: arg(z - R) = 8, 0 < Iz - R / < N), C, = (z: R < z < R + N}, C, = C,,,, 
C = C,v U C,, U C, . We have .i,,V exp(-sr In r) r-j exp(br + iar) dt + 0 as 
N + co, E > 0. Therefore 
!, exp(--er In r) r -j exp(br + iar) dr 
= lcO exp(-er In r) r-j exp(br + iar) dr. (3.9) 
Let us choose 0 < 0 < 42, such that sin 8 > (b/a) cos 0. Then the integral 
(3.9) will be absolutely convergent for E = 0 and (3.8) is proved. The case 
a < 0 is treated similarly with 8 substituted by -8. It is easy to prove the 
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orthogonality of the resonant states, corresponding to lif = X-i. with respect 
to the form (3.8). Indeed. let us multiply the identity P(Y’? +X-i) u ~ 
up2 + k;) L’= 0 in R by exp(-er In r) -f(r. F). integrate over 
fiRR = (x: 1x1 <R, x E R 1. and take first R + + co and then E + + 0. Then 
use the Green’s formula. The terms which appear because of the differen- 
tiation of f(r. E) when we integrate by parts will tend to 0 as E + 0. As a 
result we get (u, 2%) = 0. This is what we wanted to show. 
Remark. For a = Re(k, + kz) = 0 our argument is not valid. 
We now turn to the proof of the statement of Section 2.4. We assume that 
the operator Z + T(z) is not invertible. Let @, ,.... Q, be an orthonormal basis 
of N(Z + T(z)). that is. let (tii, o.~) = 6,, w, ,.... v,, be an orthonormal basis of 
N(Z + T(z)*). Let QZr = z:=, (h. @j) vi. First let us show that the operator 
I + T(z) + Q is invertible in H. Since T(z) + Q is compact we only need to 
prove that N(Z + T(z) + Q) = (0). Suppose that (I + T(z)) h = 
- x:J=, (h, #j) wj = -Q/z. Then by the Fredholm alternative we conclude 
(Qh, vi)= 0, 1 <i< n. Thus (h. $;) = 0, 1 < i< n, (I+ T(z)) h = 0. 
Therefore h = 0. We have proved that f = (I + T(z) + Q) -’ exists. In order 
to study (I + T(k, E)) -’ let us write 
(I + T(k, E))-’ = (I - a(& E))-’ Z-(1, E). 
where Z(n, E) is analytic in ,l = k - z and E. Z(O,O) = Z, and a@. E) = 
(I + T(z) + Q + T(k, E) - T(z)) -’ Q. S ince a(L, E) is a finite-rank operator 
(because Q is) we can use a matrix representation of a@. E) and write 
Here d(A, E) = det(dij - aij(A, E)), A = (Aji@, E)) is the algebraic complement 
to Sji - aji(l, E), 1 < i,j < n. By our assumption the operator A(A, O)/d(l. 0) 
has a pole A= 0. Let m be its order. This means that 
A@. 0) A, + A,1 + O(L’) ---X 
Ll(L 0) A”& + 1 A’ + O(A2)) ’ 
A,#O, A,#O. 
We have 
A@. E) =A(L 0) + cA,(/l. 0) + O(c’) 
=A,+~Al+O(L2)+~A,(0.0)+~~~. 
To the function d(J, E) we apply the Weierstrass preparation theorem [ 81. 
The statement of this theorem is given below for the convenience of the 
reader. 
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THEOREM (Weierstrass’ preparation theorem). Let F(A, E) be holo- 
morphic in a neighborhood of (0, 0), F&O) = A”f(A), f(0) # 0. Then there 
exists a holomorphic function g(A, E), g(0, 0) # 0, and holomorphic functions 
A/(E) such that 
[ 
m-1 
F(A, e) = 1” + \‘ A,(&) Aj g(k E), 
,To 1 Aj(0) = , l<j<m-I. 
From this theorem it follows that A(& E) = [Am + XT!;’ A/(E) Aj] g(A, E). 
A,(O) = 0. It is now clear that the singularities of (I - a(A. E)))’ are deter- 
mined by the function [A” + C,Tz;’ A/(E) Ai] -I. The equation A” + 
rJ’!!r’ A j(~) Aj = 0 h as p < m different roots Aj(c), Ai = 0. These roots can 
be represented by the series in powers of E”‘, where r > 0 is some integer. 
There is an algorithm (method of the Newton diagram) in the literature for 
construction of these series (Puiseux series) [ 131. But our argument has 
already proved the statement of Section 2.4. 
4. EXAMPLE~~OMMENTS, AND SOME ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 
4.1. Examples 
1. Consider the matrix T(k) = (: !,). This is an analytic operator 
function on H=iR’. Its resolvent is Tk)-u-1 = (‘zi ,I!& 
(1’ - 1 - k*). Its eigenvalues are 1, = f d--= 1 + k’. For any fixed 1, the 
resolvent is a meromorphic in k function (as it should be according to 
Proposition 1. l), but the eigenvalues as functions of k have branch points. 
2. A s>lmmetric (with respect to the form [f. g] = .I’f (x) g(x) dx) 
nonselfadjoint operator can have root vectors. 
EXAMPLE. A = ( : f, ) is an operator on IR’ symmetric with respect to 
the form [x, J] = x, ~1~ + x2 yz, that is [Ax,~j = [.u.Aq’]. The operator 
(4 - AI) ’ has a pole of order 2 at A = 0. The corresponding eigenvector is 
( 1. ) and root vector is ( ’ ; i ). 
3. The fact that the algebraic problem to which an original integral 
equation was reduced (e.g., by a projection method. in particular by the 
method of moments) has eigenvalues does not guarantee that the original 
equation has eigenvalues. For example, Vf = j; f (t) dt has no eigenvalues, 
but any n x n matrix has eigenvalues. Proposition 2.2 says that if the 
original equation has eigenvalues these eigenvalues can be calculated by the 
projection method described in Section 2. On the other hand if n is a number 
of the basis functions used in the projection method and A)“’ is the jth eigen- 
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value of the operator T,, = P, TP,. where P, is the projection on the II- 
dimensional space spanned by the basis functions, then the limit point Ai as 
n + co of the sequence ,lj “’ is an eigenvalue of T (under weak assumptions 
about T and the basis functions; e.g.. if T is compact and the basis functions 
form an orthonormal set). 
4. There exists an analytic (in k) compact operator T(k) such that 
(I + T(k)))’ has multiple poles but T(k) is diagonalizable for all k. that is. 
for any k the operator T(k) has no root vectors. This means that although 
the EEM (as defined in Section 1) can be applied in the form ( 1.10). the 
operator (I + T(k))-’ has multiple poles. 
EXAMPLE. 
T(k) = o kl 9 
( 
-l+k’ 0 
1 
(1-t T(k))-’ = ( ‘s’ lil”, kL)’ 
anf for any k, T(k) is diagonal and therefore has no root vectors. 
5. In theJinite-dimensional space IF” every linear operator which has 
n linearly independent eigenvectors is similar to a normal operator: it is 
diagonal in its eigenbasis (that is in the basis consisting of its eigenvecrors). 
In the Hilbert space there exists an operator with eigemlectors which span H 
but which is not similar to a normal operator. 
An example can be found in 161. Since this example is rather technical we 
will not give it here. It seems to be of no practical use for engineers. 
6. Whether a root system forms a basis of H or not can depend on the 
choice of the root system tf the total number of the root vectors is infinite. 
EXAMPLE. Let -y” = ly, O<x< 1, y(O)=O, ~,‘(0)=~~‘(1); H= 
L’([O, 1 I). The eigenvalues of this problem are A,, = (2nn)‘. n = 0, 1, 2 and 
the corresponding eigenvectors and the root vectors are ~7~ = x, ?I,, = sin 27cn.q 
and yy’= xcos(2nnx)/4nn. One can easily check that the biorthogonal 
system to the above root system is v0 = 2, v, = 4( 1 -x) sin(2rcnx). and 
v(I) - 167~1 cos(2nnx). Consider now a different choice of the root vectors. - 
Gt z(I) - (1) - y, + y,, . The system biorthogonal to ( .v,, z’,” } is (L:,, - P:“, c(nl’ }. 
Thus ;I z’,” )I 11 u(,L) -v,II=(l+O(l/n’)).O(n’)~oo as n+co. Thismeans 
that the system ( y,,, zp’} is not a basis of H, because in orderfor a complete 
minimal system (#,} to be a basis it is necessary that sup,, 11 @,,]I 1) v,,II< c, 
where (w,} is the system biorfhogonal to {#,,}. Let us explain the last 
statement. If (#,} is a basis and {u/,} is the biorthogonal system, that is, 
(u/~, 4,) = a,,,, then the expansion of an arbitrary element fE H takes the 
form f = xi”, cjq4j with cj = (wj,f) The norms of the operators S,, 
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snf = X:i”= l(Wj9 f) 4j are bounded uniformly in n because (( S,f-f]].+a --t 0 
for anyfE H, where ]I. ]] is the norm of an element of H. Therefore the norm 
of the operator S, - S,-, = (w,, .) 4, is bounded uniformly in n. But 
I(W,l .)#,I = ll~nll Ilwnll. where I.1 is the norm of an operator on H. We 
proved that the condition 
s;P II 9, II II vn II G c (4.1) 
is necessary for a complete minimal system to form a basis of H. In (4.1). 
{w,,} is the biorthogonal to {#,} system. It is known that there exists a 
unique system biorthogonal to a complete minimal system. The system we 
gave in the example was used in [9]. 
4.2. Target Identification 
An interesting problem both theoretically and practically is the inverse 
problem of identification of the obstacle (target) from the set of complex 
poles of the Green’s function corresponding to this target. No solution to this 
problem is known. The author thinks that in order to use the complex poles 
for target identifacition it is more useful from the practical point of view to 
have tables of the poles for some typical scatterers (say, aircrafts of various 
kinds) rather than to use some theoretical results. These few results will be 
mentioned below. At present ime there is an experimental technique which 
gives a possibility of finding several complex poles corresponding to a given 
scatterer. It is an interesting theoretical problem to develop an optimization- 
type numerical technique in order to calculate the poles from the 
experimental data (see Section 5). It was observed in [ 14) that for a star- 
shaped obstacle which contains a ball of radius R, and is confined in the ball 
of radius R, the number N(r) of the purely imaginary complex poles -ir,. 
0 < r, < t, satisfies the inequalities 
N(r) CR: < lim sup tZ, WI 
r+cc 
lim sup rZ< CR;, 
r-+02 (4.2) 
where C = 1.138370. Theoretically this gives some information about the 
scatterer if the asymptotics of large purely imaginary poles is available. But 
practically one can find from the experimental data only several poles 
ordered according to the growth of I Im ki] (poles nearest to the real axis). 
These poles in general are not purely imaginary. Therefore from the practical 
point of view it is difficult to make use of (4.2). Let us mention some related 
results. For interior problem the set of all eigenvalues (which are the poles of 
the Green’s function of the interior problem) does not define the shape of the 
body uniquely. 
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For potential scattering on the semiaxis. the set of the poles of the Green’s 
function does not define the potential uniquely. There exists an r-parametric 
family of potentials having the same set of poles of the Green’s functions. 
Here r is the number of the bound states. that is. complex poles with positive 
imaginary parts. Since this observation seems to be new we will give some 
details. From the theory of the potential scattering for central potentials it is 
known [ 17, Chap. 121 that the Jost function can be represented in the form 
f(k) =f(O) exp(ikR) fl ( 1 - cl. 
n=, II 
(4.3) 
where we assume (without loss of generality) that f(0) # 0. In (4.3) the 
numbers k, are the poles of the Green’s function of the Schrodinger operator 
1~ = -?I” + V(r)y, ~(0) = 0. 0 < r < co. There can be equal poles in (4.3). 
We assume that V(r) = 0 for r > R. The Jost function f(k) =f(O. k), where 
f(r, k) is the solution of the problem Iv - k’y = 0, r > 0. y = exp(ikr) + o( 1) 
as r+ co. Thus if we know the poles of the Green’s function we can find 
f(k) by formula (4.3). If we know f(k) we know the phase shift and the 
bound states. The phase shift 6(k) is to be found from the formula 
exp(2i 6) =f(-k)/f(k) = S(k), w h ere S(k) is the S-matrix [ 171. These data 
and r arbitrary positive parameters (the normalization constants) are 
sufficient for constructing the potential V(r) which has the above scattering 
data. The algorithm for the reconstruction of V(r) is the well-known inverse 
scattering theory (51. In particular, the potential V(r) can be uniquely deter- 
mined from the knowledge of the complex poles iff the imaginary part of 
each pole is negative. 
4.3. Injniteness of the Number of Complex- Poles 
From (4.2) it follows that if the scatterer is star-shaped, then its Green’s 
function has infinitely many purely imaginary poles. It is not proved that 
there are infinitely many complex poles ki with Re kj # 0. Heuristic 
arguments (e.g., formulas (2.15) and (2.18)) show that there are infinitely 
many such poles. It would be interesting to prove it. For three-dimensional 
scattering for a noncentral potential) this problem is open also. 
For potential scattering on the semiaxis it is proved that there are 
infinitely many complex poles kj with Re kj # 0 [ 17 1. Let us give another 
proof that there are infinitely manv pureb imaginary complex poles of the 
Green’s function of the e.uterior Dirichlet Laplacian. A proof of this 
statement was given in [ 141. Our proof is different, but we use an idea from 
1141. Our starting point is Proposition 2.3. 
Let k = -ib. b > 0, be a complex pole. Then the equation A(b)f= 
.)‘[. G,(s, s’, -ib)f(s’) ds’ = 0 has a nontrivial solution, G,(s. s’. -ib) = 
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exp(b 1 s - s’ I)/471 1s - s’(. The operator A(b) is selfadjoint in H = L’(f) if 
b > 0 and analytic in b. Therefore [ 12, Chap. 2, Sect. 61 its eigenvalues l,(b) 
are analytic in b in a neighborhood of the real axis of the complex plane b. If 
b < 0 the operator ,4(b) > 0 in H and A,(b) > 0. When b > 0 and b -+ foe 
the number N-~ of the negative eigenvalues of A(b) goes to infinity. Since 
l,(b) are analytic in b (continuously would be sufficient for our purpose) 
they vanish at some point b, before they become negative. This point b, is a 
complex pole according to Proposition 2.3. Therefore, if we prove that 
N -‘co as b+m (*I 
we prove that there are infinitely many complex poles -ib,,. Let us prove 
(*). Let us take a point inside f and draw some lines I,,..., I, intersecting at 
this point. Let s,, s; be the points of the intersections of In with r. Let us 
choose a function h, which is equal to 1 (-1) in a small neighborhood 
S,(SA) of s,,(sL) and vanishes outside of these neighborhoods. We assume 
that S, n S, = 0, n # m, S, r? SA = 0. In this case the system (h, ,..., h, 1 is 
linearly independent. If (A[b) h, h) < 0 for h E L, and b is sufficiently large. 
then A(b) has at least n negative eigenvalues. Here L, is the linear span of 
P , ,..., h,). If h = Cj”=, cjhj, then (A(b) h, h) = x:l.jz, aijcicj, where 
aij = 1’ 1 
exp(b Ix-!I) 
-sius;-sjus; 47.I+~-Y 
hj( y) h,(x) dv dx 
a4 =- 
4n 
exp(b /si - sjl) + exp(b Is; -sJ I) 
IsibsjI I$-sj ’ 
exp(b Isi - s;\) exp(b 1s: -sjI) 
Iq-q - ‘s;-sjl ’ 
where a2 is the area of S,, SA and 
i#j, aijz - 
2exp(bIsj-si[) 
471 ISi - $1 
We can choose lines lj, 1 <j < n so that maxiej Isi - sjl < minj lsj - s; /. In 
this case for b > 0 sufficiently large the matrix aij will be negatively definite. 
because the diagonal elements a,ij < 0, 1 <j < n, and dominate if b is 
sufficiently large. This completes the proof. We make no assumptions about 
convexity or even star-shapedness of r. 
Remark. Suppose that f, and Tz are homothetic and q is the homothety 
coefficient, that is, T2 = qr,, q > 1. Then bj” = qb.:.“, where --ib,)” and 
-ibt2’. 1 <j,< 00 are the pu I rel y imaginary poles of the Green’s function of 
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the Dirichlet Laplacian in the exterior of r, and fz, respectively. This can be 
verified by changing variables (~9~ = qy,, X, = qs,) in the equation 
corresponding to the pole -ibj . ‘I) From the results in [ 141 it follows that if 
D, and D, are star shaped, then N,(b) <N?(b) < N,(b). where N,(b) is the 
number of purely imaginary poles of the Green’s function of the Dirichlet 
Laplacian in the exterior to D domain modulo <lg. Since for a ball 
N(b)- cR2b”, c= 1.13837. R is the radius of the ball, b 9 1. this gives 
another proof that N(b) + co as b --t +m for any D. 
4.4. Behavior of Solutions to the Wave Equation as t + SW 
In SEM the information about the behavior of solutions to the wave 
equation as t-, foe is obtained (see (1.26)) because some analytic 
properties of the solution to the corresponding stationary problems are 
known ((1.23))-( 1.25)). In this section we will point out a general result 
which says that for a wide class of abstract operators (when analytic 
continuation of the resolvent kernels of the operators is not necessarily 
possible) there is a one-to-one correspondence between asymptotic behavior 
of solution to the abstract wave equation in a Hilbert space 
u,, + Lu =fexp(iwt), u(0) = u,(O) = 0. (4.4) 
when t -+ +co and analytic properties of the resolvent of L in a 
neighborhood of the spectrum of L. Since these results [27] are of a 
mathematical nature and their statement is not sufficiently short for 
including it in this paper. we want only to mention some points of possible 
interest in applications. First, all the problems studied in the applications can 
be formulated as (4.4) with L satisfying conditions from [27]. Second, it is 
proved in [27] that the limiting amplitude principle is equivalent to the 
limiting absorption principle. The limiting amplitude principle says that there 
exists lim T+m( l/T) !‘r exp(-iwt) Pu(t) dt = PLI, where in applications P is the 
orthogonal projection on L’(a), where d is a compact subdomain of J2, and 
I’ is the solution to the stationary problem (L - k2) c =J The limiting 
absorption principle says that the following limit exists: 
Jyo Pu(k + is) = PO(~), u(k + i&J) K [L + (k + ie)’ I] -I. 
Third, some formula of Tauberian type was proved in [27] but without usual 
Tauberian conditions (of the type u(t) > 0 or u(t) > c) which are very 
difftcult to verify in practical problems (and theoretical problems in partial 
differential equations as well). This formula gives a relation between the 
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asymptotic behavior of a function as t + +cc and asymptotic behavior of its 
Laplace transform as p + 0. 
5. PROBLEMS 
(1) Is it true that A(k), T(k) E R(H)? In Section 3.1 we proved that 
A(k), 7’(k) E R,(H). The question is: Does basisness without brackets hold? 
(2) What is the relation between the order of a complex pole and the 
multiplicity of the zeros of A,,(k)? (See proposition 2.3). 
(3) Can the scatterer be uniquely identified by the set of complex 
poles of the corresponding Green’s function? 
(4) Prove that there are infinitely many complex poles kj with 
Re kj # 0 (in diffraction problems and noncentral potential scattering). 
(5) Are the complex poles of the Green’s function of the exterior 
Dirichlet or Neumann Laplacian simple? 
(6) Make numerical experiments in the calculation of the complex 
poles. 
(7) Prove convergence of the numerical procedure for calculation of 
the complex poles suggested in 1301. 
(8) Find a theoretical approach optimal in some sense to approxi- 
mate a function f(t) by the functions of the form fN = 
xi”=, x2=, exp(-ikjt) tm-’ c,,,~. Here the number cmj, mj, kj are to be found 
so that fj, will approximate f(t) in some optimal way. Currently some 
methods (e.g., Proney method) are used in practice, but they are not optimal. 
This problem seems to be of general interest (optimal harmonic analysis in 
complex domain). 
(9) When can SEM in the form of (1.28) be justified? 
6. CONCLUSION 
We hope to have shown in this paper that: 
(1) EEM is justified (in the generalized form of expansion in root 
vectors). 
(2) SEM is justified in the asymptotic form (1.26). 
(3) Numerical projection method for calculation of the complex poles 
is justified. 
(4) There are many interesting and difficult open problems in the field. 
(5) Numerical results and experiments are desirable. 
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